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Society Under the Influence

.ANIIY HARR, ,N

’TART AN l,AILI

Laura, right, sits with her 11 -year-old daughter. She also has a 10-yearold son who was born with learning disabilities and behavior problems
associated with Fetal Alcohol Effects which resulted from Laura drinking
alcohol during pregnancy.

Li /ILL A NICLAI,I

Matthew Adams receives communion during Catholic Mass at St.
Joseph’s Cathedral from Tammy Eves, minister of the cup. In the

AIN I .AN DAILY

Catholic Church, wine is consecrated by the priest to become the blood
of Christ for communion.

Living with
a mother’s
mistake
By Pamela Cornelison
Spartan Dail, Staff Writer

Religious influences of alcohol
By Jane Montes
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Culture and religion play a
significant role in creating the
adult person.
Some religions incorporate
alcohol for symbolic purposes,
leaving some to associate their
first experience with alcohol
with their religion.
Michelle Harper, 21, is an
admitted alcoholic who has a
suspended license and two
Harper works 20 miles away
front home and commutes. She
risks being caught for driving on
a suspended license every time
she drives.

Harper grew up Catholic.
There is a history of alcoholism
in her family. She blames her
strict religious upbringing for
her alcoholism.
There are some cultures and
religions in the world that do
not use alcohol, such as the
Muslim and Buddhist faiths.
’The Buddhists live by five
key presets in their lives, said
Chris Jochim, professor of Religious Studies at SJSU. "They
believe in no killing, no stealing,
no sexual misconduct, no lying,
and no intoxicants which
includes alcohol."
Unlike the Buddhists, Roman
Cathi)li( s use wine in theii inass

(service). The wine and bread
are a representation of the body
and blood of Christ to remember his death. This tradition
dates back 2,000 years.
As a Catholic, Harper was
first introduced to alcohol at age
nine at mass. Her family went to
church every Sunday.
Harper began drinking at an
early age to rebel against her
family. She was not allowed to
go out with friends. Any school
event she attended had to be
under parental supervision. She
said she was searching for a way
out of her family’s lifestyle.
"I began hard-core drinking
when I was 15." I larper said ; is

Faculty tries to catch up
with diverse student body
Bv Bill Drobkimicz

Sti.trtan [Sails Staff Writer

was at its peak in the 1989-90 when 16 faculThe SJSU faculty is beginning to match ty members were recruited, in 1990-91
the diversity of the student body. The num- when 17 were recruited, and in 1991-92
ber of minority faculty members increased when 16 were hired.
In the 1988-89 academic year, the new
from 23 percent in 1988-89 to the current
Asian faculty members numbered seven and
36 percent of the entire faculty body.
The 36 percent translates into 363 minor- the 1992-93 year saw three Asians recruited
Whites had the most tenure track fa( tili%
ity members out of a total of 1,064 faculty.
Statistics from a spring 1992 campus members. In 1990-91, when the highest
number of Asian faculty
overview indicated that
members were recruited,
approximately 41 percent
49 whites were recruited.
o29,000 students enrolled
’We do have a
The 1988-89 year saw 51
were ethnic minority.
whites being hired and the
SJSU’s Office of Educadiverse
faculty
and
1992-93 year had 14 new
Planning
and
tional
we do need
white faculty members.
Resources compiled the
Murray Whitaker, assissurvey, called "Selected
improvement in
tant professor of sociology.
Academic Program Inforsaid he believes there is
mation."
an attempt to
progress in hiring minority
The book covers the
match
the
diversity
and women faculty mem1988-89 to 1992-93 academic years and shows
of the faculty with bers.
SJSI T recruited five Hisminonty members increasthe diversity of the panic tenure track faculty
ing in the faculty body. The
members in the 1988-8
survey began with 1,149
student body.’
academic year. The 1989-90
faculty members, including
F,dd Burton
year saw an increase of 12
264 minority and women
anioriaw dean of niukailonal
planning and reanunre
Hispanic faculty members.
fact members overall in
Eleven new members
198 9.
SJSI1 is making progress in recruiting and joined the faculty in the year 41990-91. The
retaining minority tenure track faculty mem- number of new Hispanic faculty members
was nine in the 1991-92 year. The last year in
bers.
"We do have a diverse faculty and we do the survey, 1992-93, saw three new Hispanic
need improvement in an attempt to match members.
Ricardo Ortiz, associate professor of Engthe diversity of the faculty with the diversity
of the student body," said Edd Burton, asso- lish, said he favors diversification in the facciate dean of educational planning and ulty and he thinks the faculty should be
resources.

Asian tenure track faculty recruitment

See FACULTY, page 3

A pregnant woman who
drinks alcohol can cause birth
defects in her unborn child.
When the mother drinks, the
she lit her third cigarette within
baby drinks too. Alcohol passes
the hour. "I would drink anyfreely from the mother’s body to
thing I could get my hands on.
the baby’s and remains there
which was usually from my
twice as long.
father’s stash." The stash was
Babies exposed to alcohol in
hidden throughthe womb may sufout the household.
fer from Fetal
When Harper
SynAlcohol
was 18 she purdrome (FAS), a
and
chased her first
pattern of birth
car, a 1983 Honda
defects typically
fastback. After driaccompanied by
ving the car for
abnormal facial
few weeks, she expel tented
team’ es and mental retardation,
trouble with alcohol.
or the less severe Fetal Alcohol
"I was sloshed and drove into
Effects (FAE), which cause learna vineyard and broke my nose
ing disabilities and behavioral
problems.
Of the 611.660 live births
Sec RELIGION. page 10

ALCOHOL

TRADITION

I C( (A de(’ in California in 1990,
as many as 90,500 15 percent
involved prenatal drug and
alcohol exposure, according to
the California Department of
Alcohol and Drug Programs.
FAS is one of the nation’s
three leading birth defects, and
the only one known to be preventable. Its effects are irreversible.

Wien the baby is born, he has
been using drugs. Because everything
you take, he got. Even time you got
drunk, he got drunk. Every time you
were using drugs, and high, baby
was high. Simple.
Dr. Xvlina Bean
Assoc. Director of Pediatrics
and Neonatal Care Unit
King.’ Drew Medical Center.
Los Angeles
See FAS. page 8

Students organize to end hunger
By Kristin Lomax
Spartan Daih Staff Writil

Hungry? For most Sjsl students,
food is readily available. Yet there
are some in the community who are
lus, fortunate. In response, SJSU has
developed the Hungerfest.
Hungerfest ’93 is coordinated by
a Community Concepts 157 class,
Campus Ministry and is partially
funded by Associated Students.
Throughout this week, the event
educates students on information
on the hunger situation, and raises
money and fixxl for the hungry.
Christy Ried, coordinator of
Hunger list, hopes the week will
help trunk ate students who otherwise would not otherwise know
about the event or km 1W how to

donate their time oh tot ont. tot the
,s.0 .1!
i, hit’ (hilt:tun’ dass
cause.
levuls. to rat ,( money for Hunger"1 know for myself, this project test. The "war- is being waged at the
has enabled me to learn more Student Union, where students can
about the hungry and appreciate drop their extra change (not just
my own fortune," Ried
pennies) into their class jar.
said. "I hope to get people
In the war, students raise
around
involved. because this is
money by dropping quarsuch a worthy t ise."
ters, dimes and nickels into
The week-long event
the jars of their competiwill feature several activitors. The total amount of
ties inchiding live hands at
silver coins is subtracted
the
Student
Union
from the amount of pencampus
Amphitheater, a resource
nies in the jar.
fair, films, meditation and rellck I it 11
.\t the war’s end, the jar with the
through the Campus Ministry, and most pennies and least silver wins,
the Dining Commons’Iti eak The- although the competition just
Fast Banquet on Thursdax
HUNGERFEST page 2
Also included in thc %% eel: is a

CSU tries to meet affordable education goals
Its Bill 1)robkiewit
Sp.utin I l.tik 51,11 5’,nirr

The (St I is doing its best to satisfy
the goal it set for itself. The mission
has not changed, hut the increasing
population is creating problems.
The mission statement states the
CSU wants to extend knowledge,
education and culture thnitight nit
California. The statement also says
the CSU should emphasize quality in
instruction, liberal arts and sciences
and educatiottal
It also states access to the best pmsible education for those who are
prepared for and wish to participate
10 collegiate study This includes high
quality-low cost education, said

(’.4.illecti Bentley-Adler. sp)kesw)man
for the CSU Chancellor’s Office in
Inng Beach.
The next academic year will have
an increase of 14,000 new students in
total C.SU student body, said Colleen
Bentley-Adler. The total for the next
year will he about 361,693 students.
Because of this, Chancellor Barry
Munitz asked the governor for an
additional $53 million, Bentley-Adler
said.
The $53 million will go to the faculty, support services, student services and other institutional support.
Bentley-Adler said.
CSIT’s history began in 1960 when
the suite passed the Donaluw I lighet

Education Act. The act combined
the California State Colleges into a
single entity. In 1982. the system offiially became the California State
University (CSU) system. The CSU
Board of Trustees created its mission
statement in 1985. The plan stated
everybody will have opportunities at
best possible ediu anon.
Bentley-A(11cl said the CSU is fulfilling its mission of affordable education. The budget problems means
the CSU system is tillable to serve as
many eligible students as it would
like to, Bentley-Adler said.
As of fall 1992, the CSU system
had 347,693 students and 16.615 faculty membeiS.
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Campus Viewpoint

Increasing IRA fee
would guarantee funding

Yes on free trade,
but no on NAFTA

Voting to increase the Instructionally Related Activities fee will help SJSU.
By voting "yes" at Wednesday’s and Thursday’s
election, students will continue to benefit from
quality programs like KSJS, the SPARTAN DAILY, the
Spartan Marching Band and club athletic teams.
Currently, the $20 IRA fee supports programs in
the applied’ sciences and arts, humanities and arts
and social sciences departments. The projected
$2.4 million raised from the increase would ensure
each college would have at least one IRA-funded
pr
.
(31C11lieges of applied sciences and arcs, business, education, engineering, humanities and arts,
science, social sciences and social work would all be
guaranteed funding if the increase is approved.
Currently, $1.08 million is generated by IRA
fees.
In the face of budget cuts, art, music and athletic programs are the first to go. As a result of such
cuts, SJSU lost what was once one of the top track
teams in the nation in the early ’80s.
Budget cuts could jeopardize a top-notch
women s golf team which produced Ladies Professional Golf Association Hall of Famer Patty Sheehan and a nationally renown judo team, which
has produced a number of Olympic athletes.
If SJSU is to maintain quality programs and
extracurricular activities like these, we must make
the effort to keep them here. Clearly, we can no
longer count on funding from the state to support
anything but the barest of necessities.
Opponents of the funding increase will argue
that 1650 per semester is too high and that fee
increases have to stop. However, this is an opportunity for students to have a voice in turning SJSU
into a more fulfilling experience.
Voting in favor of the IRA fee increase will
encourage diversity at SJSU. If students want to
continue to have a radio station, student newspaper, band and athletics, we need to take action. If
we wait for funding from other sources, vital programs will be lost.

Edison
As Congress prepares to decide the fate of
NAFTA tomorrow, observers outside the beltway
have to be amazed at how the entire debate
around the issue has gone astray. The real issue
is fairness in commerce, not the number of congressional districts in which Ross Perot presents
a dangerous force for NAFTA supporters. The
answer has to be (sadly): no on NAFTA.
The ideal behind free trade is not betterment
of any particular segment of the society (i.e. U.S.
workers vs. Mexican workers) but the basic fairness such a state offers. Free trade, applying libertarian values globally, would eliminate "place
of origin" as one of the determining factors for
the success of entrepreneurial individuals. Free
trade is the closest we can ever get to fair trade.
The fact that the American society would in
the long run benefit from NAFTA (through
more better-paying jobs) should thus be viewed
as a consequence, not the goal of the trilateral
agreement. An important consequence to be
sure, but a consequence nevertheless.
The way it is written today. NAFTA provides
for managed competition at best. It should realthe North American
ly be called NAPHTA
Pathetically Hypocritical Trade Agreement. It
sounds the same, it looks the same, but its not
the real thing. If you really want to lower trade
barriers, it doesn’t take 2,000+ pages of the current document, but only four words: ’Trade
shall be free." Nobel laureate Milton Friedman
worries about regional free-trade zones that shut
the rest of the world out; Columbia University’s
Jagdish Bhagwati calls NAFTA "Orwellian
newspeak."
President Clinton is not entirely to blame for
the mess NAFTA has become. He probably
doesn’t believe in the basic concept of free
trade. But his expert advisers at Treasury and
Commerce were able to convince him the treaty
would benefit the United States. So it is no surprise that Mr. Clinton talks about the courage to
change and compete with foreigners, and then
emphasizes the U.S. can bail out after 6 months
if the treaty doesn’t work out to our liking.
Some commitment to open competition.
Ross Perot is perhaps the worst thing that has
happened to those of us who philosophically
disagree with NAFTA. His charts are wrong, his
stats are dubious and his numbers are vastly
overstated.
In fact, the one person who has stuck to honest principles in the entire debate has been
Patrick J. Buchanan. When running for president last year, he spoke of the need for free
trade only with nations who practice free trade
as well. Today, he justifiably warns NAFTA would
create a huge new trilateral bureaucracy,
accountable to no one, whose powers in certain
areas would supersede those of elected officials
of this country.
Even the bad NAFTA will benefit the U.S. in
terms of net jobs gained. But it is yet another
example in a long list of good principles gone
bad once they reach Washington. Lower tariffs
unilaterally and force sanctions on nations who
refuse to do the same. It doesn’t take 1,600
pages to basically strike "over 65" out of
Medicare and socialize medicine, as Mr. and
Mrs. Clinton want to do. It doesn’t take 2,000
pages to lower tariffs.
NAFTA is as dangerous of a precedent as
Chrysler was because it will work. But the cost
will be the realization in Washington that government can (i.e. should) try to affect more and
more segments of our lives. It would be much
better if it just stayed out. We need the courage
to enter the global world where all those competing are equal. And if it means loss of American jobs - so be it, because new, better, needed
jobs will invariably be created. Anything else
would be nothing less than socialism.

Controversy Corner
Statement:
Lorena Bobbitt is being tried in Virginia for cutting off her husband’s penis. She said her husband
had raped her and her act was a form of self protection.
Was her reaction justified?
Tell us what you think about it. Write a letter to
the editor. You might even get published.

ARTISTS NEEDED
The SPARTAN DAILY is looking for artists for the
Forum page.
Please submit five political cartoons with your
name and phone number to the newsroom,
Dwight Bentel Hall room 209.
Artists must have good drawing skills, keep up
with current events and have strong positions on
issues.
Deadline is Nov. 22. Drawings will be reviewed
by the editors and current artists. Artists will be
notified by phone.
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Israel’s Walter Cronkite visited SJSU
all opportunity two
/had
weeks ago few at SJSU
would recognize (How’s
that for an attention getter?)
Every two Israelis have three
opinions, especially when politics are involved. Israel has two
television channels, one of them
still experimental. Six days a
week, at 9 p.m., practically the
whole country is stuck in front
of "Mabat Lachad2shot" (A View
of the News). Therefore,
Mabat’s anchorman, Ya’acov
Ahimeir, is a household name
with as much power as Walter
Cronkite, although he would be
the first to deny it.
Ahimeir lectured about the
Israeli press and other subjects
to audiences around the Bay
Area; he came to SJSU on Oct.
28 and later I talked with the
person who visits the living
room of every Israeli.

’CNN reported on
exact locations, a
basic no-no during
military attacks.
CNN... prefers
speed over
accuracy.’
Israel’s Supreme Court guarantees freedom of the press,
with military censorship being
the only exception. Israel has no
law protecting the press’ freedom, Ahimeir said, and most
journalists are against such a law
because "it would require a definition of who is a journalist and
what is journalism."
Ahimeir said stories regarding military reports may not
include specific details, such as
the number of airplanes in the

air force. However, as the chief
editor of Israeli television, he
said, "I decided whether the milhazy censor would be notified iii
advance about a story with military aspects."
I didn’t realize that military
censorship would be up to journalistic discretion. No other
country under constant military
threat would allow that.
Ahimeir praised the technology and professionalism exhibited by American news broadcasters but said the items reported
tend to be short and superficial.
"Here, commercials interrupt
the news" he said. "In Israel,
nothing does."
The news items reported in
Israel show more aspects of any
given story. For instance, he
said, the American networks
show an incomplete view of the
Middle East. "Israelis know the
situation is far more complicated," he said.
In 1972, Ahimeir became the
first correspondent in Washington, D.C. for Israeli radio and
television, a position that lasted
three years. He said he perceives
a few differences between then
and now.
During his first stint the
media had one "god"
Cronkite and many tensions
existed between the networks
and the Nixon administration.
Today, the relationship is much
more relaxed.
The main development,
Ahimeir said, is the emergence
of many television stations with
CNN on top, providing serious
competition to the industry.
This is where we agreed to
disagree. During the Gulf War,
CNN reported biological Scud
missiles were dropped on Tel
Aviv, one of which destroyed a
discotheque. That establishment
is located 15 minutes from my
parent’s house.

Apparently, the scuds were
"regular" and the discoteque
was not touched. But CNN
reported on exact locations, a
basic no-no during military
attacks. CNN is a strong contender in the industry, but it
prefers speed over accuracy.
Ahimeir discussed the Middle
Eastern coverage on American
network news. He said that,
"Whenever Israel makes concessions, it will receive favorable
coverage and sympathetic public
opinion. Whenever Israel will
stand its ground, even regarding
the status of Jerusalem, then
Israel is stubborn and a peace
stopper.
"Many Americans forget why
Israel holds the territories in the
first place. They forget that
when the Six Day War broke
out, in June 1967, Israel was the
underdog. Today we must apologize for winning a war forced
upon us."
Ahimeir received his BA in
General History and Political
Science from Hebrew University. He and a few other students
recorded lecaires for a blind
classmate. One of his friends
told him he has a voice fit for
radio. He joined ’The Voice of
Israel" on a trial basis and stayed
in the business ever since. If you
have connections, who needs
experience?
Amos Fabian is the Daily Forum
Editor and a columnist. His
column appears every
other- Wednesday.

Share garages with the homeless
Anyone who has ever
been caught in a raintorm while camping
and been forced to sleep on wet,
mushy and cold blankets might
have an infinitesimal idea of a
homeless person’s life in the
winter.
Most people have an opinion,
idea or thought on solutions for
the homeless problem
but
nothing ever seems to come of
them.
It might be the problem is so
immense, we feel helpless and
therefore dismiss any ideas or
interim solutions.
Insurance brokers, university
officials, teachers and students,
hold on to your bootstraps
because this idea is different.
Think about how many cars
the parking garages hold; imagine how many people, who have
nowhere to go, could sleep on
some dry ground. Sure the
ground is cold; sure the ground
is hard; but it has to be better
than being wet and cold.
These people would be off
the street; it might keep them
from breaking into buildings
seeking cover; it might keep

them from bothering people
walking down the street.
There is the issue of students
and teachers dealing with them
when they come to work and
school in the mornings. I’m
sure the homeless people would
be happy to leave the garages by
6:30 a.m.
dry and rested
in time for students with 7:30
am. classes.

’If you think this
idea is ludicrous,
sleep on a wet
blanket for about
an hour.’
It seems backward to be sitting in a car with the heater and
radio on
marl that a homeless person is in the parking
garage.
Yes there are safety issues to
be addressed. Yes th,ffe are
organizational concerns to be
considered, such as who will get
the people up and out early

SCHUMAN
WRFTER’S FORUM
enough to accommodate the
gauntlet of cars rushing in for
morning classes.
Maybe this idea is way out
there; but maybe it could work.
History has shown when people
believe strongly in something,
they get it done somehow,
someway.
If you think this idea is ludicrous, sleep on a wet blanket for
about an hour; maybe then it
won’t seem so outlandish. Better
yet, maybe another idea will
come to mind.
It’s just not right for some
people to have a warm bed to
sleep in while others are on the
street. Making compromises,
such as sharing the parking
garages, is the only way.
Enka D. .Schuman is a
Daily staff writer.
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Forum Page Policies
SPARTAN DAILY provides a daily
The
Forum to promote a "marketplace of
ideas." Contributions to the page are
encouraged from students, staff, faculty and others who are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column for the forum page
must be turned in to Letters to the Editor’s box
in the newsroom, Dwight Bentel Hall 209, or to
the information booth in the Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed to the Forum Editor, The SPARTAN DAILY, School of Journalism
and Mass Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA
95192.
Articles may be faxed to (408) 924-3282.
Articles and letters MUST contain the
author’s name, address, daytime phone number, signature and major. Although not encouraged, names may he withheld upon request.
Contributions must be typed or submitted on
a 3.5 inch computer disk using Microsoft Word
on the Macintosh. Always bring a printout of
your submission.
Submissions become the property of the
SPARTAN DAILY and will be edited for grammar,
libel and length.
Categories available to non-Daily staff members are:
Campus Viewpoint: 300 to 500 word essays
on current campus, political or personal issues.
Submissions should be well researched.
Letters to the Editor: Up to 200 words
responding to a certain issue or point of view. If
they are longer, they may edited for length.
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SpartaGuide
The San Jose
State calendar

TODAY
ASIAN COAUTION: Club Potluck
Picnic; 12 - 3 p.m.; Barbeque
pit; Call Amiel at 737-1351

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY Ti* NEWMAN COMMUNITY:
Music Practice; 7 p.m.; San
Carlos and Tenth Streets; Call
Elisa at 298-0204

CATHOUC CAMPUS MINISTRY THE NEWMAN COMMUNITY:
Hungerfest ’93 - Alternative
Food Day; 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.;
Student Union; Call Ginny at
298-0204

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT CENTER: Careers in food
science and technology; 1:30
p.m.; Costanoan Room, Student
Union; Call the Resource Center
at 924-6033

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT CENTER: Employer Presentation; 12 - 2 p.m.; Almaden
Room, Student Union; Call the
Resource Center at 924,6033

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT CENTER: What can I do

talvo room, Student Union; Call
Xavier at 281-2213
COUNSEUNG SERVICES: Group
Advising; noon - 1 p.m.; Administration Building room 269; call
924-5910

DELTA ZETA PRESENTS 49ERS:
Fagen and Bono sign pictures,
$5 each; 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.;
Costanoan Room; Call Joanne
at 984-0106 or Kristen at 3796540

GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR
SOCIETY: General Meeting;

ig

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CLUB: Computer Work-

From page

shop; 4 - 6:30 p.m.; Business
Classrooms, third floor main
computing lab; Call Brenda at
335-9073

more sensitive to the needs of
the diversity of the SJSU community.
African-American
tenure
track faculty recruitment was
fairly low compared to other
minorities, except American
Indians. The African-American
tenure track faculty recruitment
was its peak in 1990-91 and ’9192 years, recruiting six each year.
The hiring of the AfricanAmerican was low the 198889 academic year saw one
African-American faculty member being recruited. The 198990 year had three and the 199293 year had two.
SJSU had three American
Indian tenure track faculty
members in the survey years
the 1988-89 academic year saw
two American Indian faculty
members and the 1991-92 year
had one. No other American
Indians were recruited in other
survey years.
Women was the largest
minority group in the survey.
The 1988-89 academic year
started with 41 percent or 563
female tenure track faculty
members. The 1992-93 year had
50 percent or 532 woman members. The survey included
women in other minority
groups.
The increase in female faculty
members from 41 percent to 5(1
percent is the second largest in
the survey.
Even though there have been
improvements in hiring a
diverse faculty, some are nor
completely satisfied.

NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION:
Group Interview session for Orientation Leader applicants;
5:30 - 7:00 p.m.; Costanoan
room, Student Union; Call
Sandy Hubler at 924-5950

(408) 924-3280
924-3282
924-3270
924-3277
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Some colleges to offer
direct student loans
WASHINGTON (AP)
Students at 105 schools won’t
have to fill out as much paperwork to get loans next year
under a program the government says will save students and
taxpayers money.
The Federal Direct Student
Loan Program eliminates the
middleman lenders and
guarantor agencies. That
means the U.S. Department of
Education can offer students
the lower interest rates available to the government without
the fees banks now tack on.
And students will have a
repayment schedule negotiated
to fit their income, a plan the
government says will lower the
default rate.
It’s "one-stop shopping,"
Education Secretary Richard
Riley said Monday. "We are on
track to make good on our
pledge to save taxpayers $4.3
billion in the course of the next
five years."
Riley on Monday named 105
schools that will offer direct
loans to almost 300,000 students next year, accounting for
5 percent of the nation’s total
new student loans.
The California schools on
the list were: University of California, Irvine; California Institute of Technology, Pasadena;
Bryan College of Court Reporting, Los Angeles; California
Acadey of Merchandising, Art
8c Design, Sacramento; Interior
Designers Institute, Newport
Beach, and Modern Techolog,y
School of X-ray, North Hollywood.
In the 199495 school year,
the program will be expanded
so that nearly half of the
schools that provide federal student aid will offer direct loans.
By 1998, these loans will make
up 60 percent of all student
lending.
"This is going to help us all,"
said Xassahun Tefcra, ajunior
at the University of the District
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increases the amount of money
raised.
At the end of the week the
class with the most money wins.
Andrew Dove, a student in
Community Concepts 157,
thinks his class’ support for the
Hungerfest is a great experience
for the students.
The class is geared for helping others," Dove said. "We work
in soup kitchens and different
community service projects
throughout the semester. Working on the Hungerfest has been
a great positive experience. I can
give something back to the community."
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of Columbia, which will offer
direct loans next year. "Now it’s
so confusing with all the papers
to fill out."
"You shouldn’t have to have
an MBA in finance to understand how to get and process a
loan," agreed Riley.
Under the current Federal
Family Education Loan Program, students apply for loans
through colleges. Banks provide the money and the government pays the loan’s interest until the student leaves
school. If a student defaults,
one of 47 guarantor agencies
repays the lender and then
tries to collect the debt.
The Clinton administration
estimates direct loans could
save $4.3 billion in five years,
from the fees it now pays
lenders and from fewer
defaults. In fiscal 1993, for
example, the government
issued 6.1 million loans worth
$18 billion. Default costs total
$2.5 billion.
About 1,100 institutions
applied for the direct-loan program. About 900 were eligible:
They participate in FFELP,
have a default rate less than 25
percent and can electronically
process loan applications or are
implementing the machinery
to do so.
When a student applies for a
direct loan, the college will
electronically send the application to the Education Department, which will in 72 hours
decide if the student is eligible
and send a check.
But not everybody believes
direct lending is the way to go.
Gettysburg College in Pennsylvania didn t apply because of
fear that the computer system
and software involved would
cost too much.
"We didn’t want to be one of
the trailblazers," said financial
aid Director Ronald Shunk.
really anticipate funding problems."

S.I.S.U. DEPARTMENT
OF THEATRE ARTS

The week ends with a fast on
Thursday. During the week, students are encouraged to donate
money (roughly $2.50) they
would normally spend on meals
on that day to OXFAM America.
This organization in turn will
donate the money to the hungry
"I want everyone to think
about people who are hungry,"
Ried said. "The more who
become involved with helping
the needy, then the more successful Hungerfest will be."
Dove agrees. "With Thanksgiving coming up next week,
everyone should realize that
there are people who need our
help."

Presents:
THE DARKEST PART Of A SHADOW

THE DARKEST
PART Of SHADOW
by DMA Scott
Winner of the 1993
Harold Crain Award
for Plaswriting

The Studio Theatre
Hugh Gillis Hall
(Corner of 5th 8 San femandol
November 18, 19 8
November 19

/0 tipm
Matinee
1 2: lOpm

55.00 General Admission
53.00 Seniors and Students
CALL 14081 924.4555 for
Reservations and Information

"The steps have been done to
increase diversity but, still, much
work needs to be done," said
Naomi Wagner, professor of psychology. "I think we are going in
the right direction."

Night, a dark hallway.
A woman searches.
From the deftest part of a shadow
a beam of light intrudes.

Directed by:
Celle Martinson
Original Music by:
Gary Singh

68,9PM
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
ADMISSION ONLY $2.50
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Pressure
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Ghwy unites them.
A story of whet it takes
to survive
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Man with
AIDS removed
from airplane
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) A
man with AIDS was forced off an
American Airlines flight in
Chicago and arrested after refusing to leave the plane, which airline officials said was not
equipped to handle his medical
needs, company officials and witnesses said.
Timothy Holless, 33, of San
Francisco, was arrested for disorderly conduct and released on
his own recognizance Sunday
after he was taken off Flight
1185 to San Francisco, a Chicago Police Department spokeswoman said.
Holless, who had hung an IV
bag over his seat and had open
sores, was violating policies
aimed at safeguarding his health
and that of other passengers, an
American Airlines spokeswoman
said Monday.
But two people aboard the
associated with
plane both
AIDS awareness groups in the
comSan Francisco Bay area
plained about how Holless was
treated.
"It was awful. Just incredibly
awful," said Robby Robinson, a
board member of the San
Mateo AIDS Program who witnessed Holless’ removal. "I’ll
never get that vision out of my
head. Like it was his fault. Like
he was being punished for being
sick."
Flight attendants asked Holless to deplane when they
noticed him hanging an IV hag
from the oxygen compartment
over his seat, an American Airlines spokeswoman said.
On the final leg of the return
trip, though, attendants asked
him to get off. Wheii he refused,
the airline called police, who
dragged him screaming down
the aisle, they said.
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Allen sparks Spartans on the court
Senior forward dangerous from 3-point land
By Kira Raunansky
Spartan Wily Stall Wnter
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SJSU forward Jason Allen prepares to shoot the ball during practice, Monday. Allen is the
top returning scorer from last years team and one of the Big West conference’s top 3-point
field goal shooter. The Spartans first game is tonight at 7:30 in the Event Center.

Read about SJSU quarterback Jeff Garcia
tomorrow in Sports!

Senior Jason Allen has not missed a
basketball game since his freshman
year.
He plays small forward for the Spartans and if he keeps up his perfect
game attendance record, he stands to
become SJSU’s most prolific 3-point
shooter.
Allen’s total career 3-point goals as
of the 1993 season are 74 out of 214
attempted. Ricky Berry, who played
for SJSU from 1986-88, currently
holds the record for 3-point goals
made with 113.
The last two seasons, Allen has been
second on the team in scoring. He
averaged 9.6 points a game in ’92 and
8.5 points in 93.
Allen takes little pride in his basketball success. When approached and
asked about his career with the team,
he acts demure and reserved.
"I would consider myself a key player, but everyone on the team is a key
player," Allen said. "Basketball is a
team Fame and I am just a part of the
team.
Allen may act demure, but Head
Coach Stan Morrison said that he is
strong-willed when it comes to basketball.
"He is extremely dedicated, verz
tough and always there kind of a guy,
Morrison said. "I can’t remember him
doing anything but his absolute best."
Allen said that his whole-heartedness is part of his belief that having the
whole team work together improves
overall performance and makes a real
difference.
"Sometimes in preseason conditioning, I tend to be real intense and
get mad at my teammates," Allen said.
"I am just trying to get them going. If
I have to yell at them or get in their
face to motivate them, that’s what I
have to do."
Coach Morrison said that he has
seen Allen get worked up about the
team performance during running. If

the team does not run fast enough,
they have to repeat the run and that
makes Allen angry.
"If we have to do it again, Jason will
turn around and yell in his strong
voice, ’Who’s that?’ (meaning ’Who is
slow?’)."
Teammate Andrew Gardiner also
confirmed Allen’s dedication has
played an important part in the team,
especially this year.
"He always wants to be number one
and do things right," Gardiner said.
"He doesn’t just do it for himself. He
does it for the team."
Allen said he believes he can motivate the players to do their best. He
hopes that the 1994 season will be his
most successful ever.
"It’s been a struggle, but I’ve stuck
with it," he said. "I remember my
sophomore year, we only won two
games. This is a year we are going to
turn a corner. This is going to be a
successful year."
Allen practices basketball every day
for approximately three hours. He
also lifts weights, as part of his training,
three times a week for two hours.
"It ends up being five or six hours a
day. There isn’t a whole lot of leisure
time," Allen said. "It’s basically basketball and books for me."
Allen gets one day off from training, which he said he spends studying
and tieing up lose ends.
Allen said that there is no time for

him to get a job.
"This (basketball) is like a job in
itself," he said. "We’re working on a
basketball court"
But since eating healthy food as
part of athletic training is recommended, being unemployed can
become a problem.
"You try to maintain a good diet.
Sometimes it’s difficult, but I try."
Allen said. "Money can be tight."
The 21-year-old player said he also
has little time for a social life.
Many times, Allen said, he just
spends time with friends from the
team. And when he does hang out, he
stays sober.
"I’ve never drank any alcohol or
taken any drugs in my life," Allen said.
"I don’t even know what alcohol tastes
like."
Allen plans to graduate from SJSU
in December of 1994 with a degree in
business marketing.
He has considered many options
for his post-graduate career, but said
he is not sure if basketball is one of
them.
"School is my number one focus.
Athletics is just a way to pay for education. School is my first focus and that’s
how it should be," Allen said. "I want
to get my degree and maybe pursue
an MBA.
I feel just like setting goals in life. If
I’m taking care of business now, everything should fall into place.," he said.

Allen’s Career Highlights
Field Goal 9 vs. UNLV, Jan. 16, 1993
Field Goal Attempts 18 twice, last vs. UNLV, Feb. 11, 1993
3-point Field Goals 5, twice, last vs. Nevada, Jan. 23, 1993
3-point Field Goal Attempts
14, vs. Nevada, Jan. 23, 1993
Free Throws 6 vs. Fresno State, Feb. 20, 1992
Free Throw Attempts 7 vs. Fresno State, Feb. 20, 1992
Points 24 vs. UNLV, Jan. 16, 1993
Rebounds 8 vs. Nevada, Dec. 29, 1990
Assists 3 vs. Cal State Fullerton, Jan. 28, 1993
Steals 3 vs. Nevada, Feb. 18, 1993

Sports
Quiz

THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
Today:
Men’s Golf at University of San
Francisco Invitational.

former
Spartan men’s basketball players have
been in the NBA?
Name at least half
of them.
Last quiz:
What is the most common college mascot?
Answer:
Tigers
I low Mally
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Packages Starting At
-RenoTwo nights
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With Visa you’ll be accepted at more than 10 million
places, nearly three times more than American Express.
And that’s not a misprint.
Visa. It’s Everywhere You Want To

A PULL =UNICE AGENCY

Be

408-293-3399
198 Jackson St.

VAR u S A

San Jose, CA 95112
M -F 8:30am to 5:
FAX 408-293-161
Other times available by
appointment.
Inc

Wednesday:
Women’s Basketball vs. Finish
National Team, 5 p.m., EVENT
CENTER
Men’s Basketball vs. Melbourne
Majic (Australia), 7:30 p.m.,
EVENT CENTER.

Friday:
Volleyball at Cal State Fullerton,
7:30 p.m.
Saturday:
Football vs. University of Pacific, 6
p.m., SPARTAN STADIUM.
Volleyball at Cal State Northridge.
7:30 p.m.
Fencing vs. UC Santa Cruz and
BYU, SPX 218, 10 a.m.

Three unbeaten teams
unlikely to be crowned
(AP) Nebraska, Auburn
and West Virginia are unbeaten,
untied and unlikely to win the
national championship.
They could be also-rans if topranked Notre Dame and No. 2
Florida State meet in a Fiesta
Bowl rematch of Saturday’s classic at South Bend, which the
Fighting Irish won 31-24.
If Notre Dame (10-0) beats
Boston College next Saturday,
and Florida State (9-1) defeats
North Carolina State and Florida, they’ll probably meet again
Jan. 1 in Tempe, Ariz.
Florida State receiver Matt
Frier said the Seminoles deserve
a rematch after falling just short
against the Irish, who batted
down Charlie Ward’s last-second
pass at the Notre Dame goal line.
"I know and anybody who
watched that game knows the
two best teams in the country
were on the field today," Frier
said. "They should vote us No. 2.
They should give us that opportunity."
Notre Dame took over the top
spot in the bowl coalition poll
Sunday and Florida State fell to
No. 2.
The Fiesta would get Notre
Dame-Florida State if they finish
1-2 in the coalition poll, a combination of The Associated Press
media rankings and USA TodayCNN survey used to determine
the mor bowl matchups.
Notre Dame rose from No. 2
to No. 1 in all the polls, but the
media and coaches disagreed on
No. 2.
The media had Florida State
second and Nebraska third,
while the coaches had them
reversed. In the combined poll,
the Seminoles led the Corn-
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A

huskers by 67 points.
Nebraska (10-0) jumped over
Miami (8-1) in the coalition poll
after the Cornhuskers routed
Iowa State 49-17 and the Hurricanes struggled in a 31-17 win
over Rutgers. But the Huskers
may not finish No. 1 even if they
beat Oklahoma on Nov. 26 and
win the Orange Bowl.
"People get all worked up
about the polls, and maybe I
should get more worked up than
I do," Nebraska coach Tom
Osborne said. "But it doesn’t do
yourself any good to get upset
about them. You just have to
understand how it works, roll
with the punches and do your
best to prepare yourself for the
next game.’
For Nebraska to have a shot at
the title, Notre Dame must lose
to Boston College next week,
Florida State in the Fiesta Bowl
or the Huskers in the Orange
Bowl.
But Nebraska probably won’t
get to play Notre Dame unless
Florida State loses one of its last
two games. And there’s no guarantee the Huskers would beat
out Florida State in the polls if
the Seminoles won a rematch
against Noire Dame.
Nebraska
knows
about
rematches. After beating thenNo. 1 Oklahoma 17-14 on Nov.
11, 1978, the Huskers lost to the
Sooners in the Jan. 1 Orange
Bowl 31-24.
No. 4 Miami is still in the title
picture, but the Hurricanes must
get some help. They need victories over West Virginia and
Memphis State, and losses by
Florida State and Nebraska to set
up a Fiesta Bowl meeting with
Notre Dame.
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The logo For Blood, Sweat and Tears Productions
represents the struggle it takes to make it out of the
ghetto. "It’s like you’re trying to break away from the
ghetto but the shackles are holding you back," said
James Moore, president of the company. It’s the

5

shedding of the blood from the shackles that cut you
and the sweat and tears given from trying so hard to
get away that gives the company its name. "It’s not to
break away from the community, because you always
have to give back to the community." he said.

MODA ITALIA’s
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
10% off w/ this Ad or SJSU I.D.
LF2LEE A. MCFADDENSPARTAN DAILY

James Moore, a RTVF major, has formed his own
production company Blood Sweat and Tears Produc-

Suits:

lions. He is in the process of editing his new film "The
Days of Old," which he wrote, directed and produced.

Student puts blood, sweat and
tears into own film company
yBnayrB1

COILOD

Cal State Hayward and technical
director for the company.
"We get along because we’re
Blood, Sweat and Tears is
more than a production compa- all pretty young and we basically
ny started by ME senior James have similar goals," she said.
According to Moore, it’s been
Moore, it’s what took him to
hard working on the company’s
make it to college.
Moore, president and CEO of first film.
"It’s hard for me because I’m
Blood, Sweat and Tears Productions, started his own company the director, the producer and
the acting coach, he said.
to have something of his own.
A lot of people involved with
"I’ve always wanted to work
for myself and be independent," the film are inexperienced,
said Moore. "I figured I’d start Johnson said. This has also made
my own company since we don’t this a hard first film.
’We’re working with a lot of
have a lot of black-owned production companies in the Bay people from the area that really
don’t know anything about
Area"
Another reason for starting putting together a film," she
his own production company said. "Everyone’s learning on
was because he couldn’t depend this first film."
Without a Wesley Snipes in
on other people in the film
the lead role and having actors
industry, Moore said.
"I can’t depend on people who never been in a film, Moore
who say they will help me, but is still pleased with his cast.
’We got Malvonte (Reddrick)
then don’t," he said. "In the film
industry, you always get people who’s 9 or 10 and (he’s) playing
saying, ’I’m gonna, I’m gonna,’ the role of a 12 year old," Moore
said. "He went from not being
but they never do it?
Blood Sweat and Tears was able to read the script to being
started last summer and is work- the first person who knew all of
ing on its first film, ’The Days of his lines in rehearsal. He has a
Old," directed by Moore. The bright future in acting if he sticks
film is about five young men with it."
Reddrick plays Duna in ’The
growing up and their struggles
to survive the streets of Rich- Days Of Old." Duna is the main
character who narrates the 45mond, Calif.
"We’ve come along way," said minute film.
The major problem the comHeidi Martin, technical assistant
of the company. ’We came from pany has faced with its first film
everyone not knowing each is funding, Moore said.
’The film is budgeted at
other to coming together as a
$15,0(X), but we’re running out
family."
It’s like a family because every- of funding," he said.
The company is selling proone in the company gets along
well, said Camille Johnson, a duction hats and chicken dinmass communications major at ners to raise funds. It is also askDaily Staff Writer

Travelling down the rocky river of life
By Bryan Cotton

lirtan Daily Staff Writer

The river glistens from the
rays of the evening sun. Five
young men situate themselves in
an old broken-down boat that’s
made to seat four people. They
set off to travel a rocky river of
life.
No one thinks these young
men will make it to their destination of success. In fact, many
have said they will wander into
the woods running along that
bank of the river.
The temptations of the inviting, yet evil, woods draw the
young men to dwell among its
towering trees. Sonic of the
young men make it back from
their venture through the woods
and continue traveling down the
river. Some of them don’t.
This is the metaphor that
James Moore, a senior majoring
in RTVF, uses to describe his 45minute film ’The Days of Old."
The river is the road of life
and the woods are the obstacles
that you face, said Moore about
the film he is directing.
"We take the life of five young
men going down this river, and
some don t make it because they
go into the woods and get
killed," he said. ’The film is
about a guy who is still traveling
up the river to this day and he’s
talking about his life and his
cousins that he left behind on

the river.
’The guy is wishing he can get
back to the beginning of the
river when all his cousins were
still living, which is considered
’The Days of Old.’"
The days of old are a time
where you could hang out in the
neighborhood and play with the
kids or just go to the park,
Moore said.
"It’s a time where you could
flea with someone and be
friends five minutes later," he
said.
Moore knows the story well
because it’s based on his life,
according to Heidi Martin, technical assistant of Blood, Sweat
and Tears Productions, the production company in charge of
the film.
"Me and my cousins grew up
tight," Moore said. "I got into
selling drugs, but I had a girlfriend and a mom that wasn’t
going for all that.
"As I got out of selling drugs,
my cousins got into it and heavily. I kept going to school and got
into sports to keep me off the
streets."
While Moore stayed off the
streets, three of his cousins lost
their life.
’The film is about James and
his four cousins and their walks
through life and the struggles
they had to go through to get
where they are," Martin said.

from $795-$995
100% Wool or Wool Blends
Single or Double Breasted
EXAMPLE
MICHELANGELO SUIT
100",, WOOL, SINGLE OR DOUBLE BREASTED
REG. $1295 NOW $299

ing for donations, grants and
proposals.
"We’re (also) trying to rally
the community around us
because were basically doing this
for them," said Matthew McCall
III, who’s helping with production and sound for the film.
Despite all of the problems,
Moore still manages to be a
good person to be around.
"He’s a fun guy and he likes
to have fun and joke around,"
said McCall, who grew up with
Moore. "He’s also serious. When
it’s time to work, we work. When
it’s time to play, we play."
Moore is funny, outgoing and
outspoken, Martin said.
Actor Brandon Lemon Lane,
a junior at Salesian High School
in Richmond, feels Moore is easy
to relate to.
"He’s someone (we) can
relate to because he knows the
same things we’ve went through
as far as growing up in Richmond," he said. Lane portrays
Boo, a funny person who cracks
a lot ofjokes in the film.
Moore credits his mother with
all he has achieved.
"She’s been real supportive,"
Moore said. "She’s catered
events for me, ran the chicken
dinner sales, blocked off streets
during filming and she’s always
there.
"She knew that her ticket (to
success) was with me," he said.
"She bent over and told me to
get on her shoulders and reach
for the moon. She knew I would
succeed because I was on hei
shoulders and she knew I would
keep reaching until I made it."

’Three of them did not make it,
unfortunately.
’Two where shot and one was
in a car accident. The only two
left are James and his cousin
Ronnie.
Damon Agnew plays the role
of Ronnie in the film. Ronnie is
the older brother of Agnew in
real life.
"Ronnie is like a bully," Moore
said. "He uses his words and his
deep voice to bully people. He
doesn’t really like to fight, he just
tries to manipulate your mind.’
Malvonte Reddrick plays the
role of Duna, which is Moore’s
true nickname. He is the main
character of the film.
"Duna is very observing,"
Moore said. "He checks everything out and always has a feel
for situations."
Duna narrarates the film and
the mood of the film changes
with his moods, Moore said.
’This film is what (lames) is
giving back to his cousins since
they are not here to share it with
him," Martin said.
The film is scheduled to be
completed by December and
will be marketed to PBS and
local Bay Area television stations
in the spring.
The film is not scheduled to
make money, but if it does it will
help for future projects for
Blood, Sweat and Tears Productions, Moore said
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(Instructionally Related Activities)

Initiative
... Ballot Issue ...

Shall the current I.R.A. fee of $20
be increased
to a total of $50 per semester?

Associated Students

SPECIAL ELECTION
November 17& 18
Poll Locations
Clark Library
Student Union
Spartan Complex Breezeway

Times
9:00am - 8:00pm
9:00am - 8:00pm
9:00am - 2:30pm

Required I.D.: Current SJSU I.D. and Enrollment Confirmation Card
Flection funded by

As-

Associated

Students
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WANTED
Bubbly Energetic Cowgirls for
Full and Part-Time Positions
as Bartenders and Servers
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We’re Opening
November 29th

50( Draft beer, $1.25 Premium
Drafts & $1 Well Drinks 64 1 OPM

Good Times, Great Food
and $Great Pay$

Apply in Person
or Call 275-7135
ask for Roger CHILI MEL
Contention
Center

Every WED & FRI is STUDENT NITE
Get in FREE w/
valid Student ID

NOW SERVING 13 BEERS ON TAP
Featuring: Bass, Guinness, Sierra Nevado, (wishes Fosters,
, HARP,
filsner, knurl Adorns, Steinlager, Anderson Valey, Pole Me, and Bud light
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Western Union Check Cash
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364 Market Street, San Jose
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Nov. 20 Dec. 18

The Colored Museum

In the style of Fox’s "In Living Color," this sophisticated musical revue spoofs white and
black America alike in a series of funny and, often, biting sketches. City Lights Theater,
529 South Second Street; tickets $8- $13.50; 295-8318.

Nov. 26 Dec. 5

The Nutcracker

Begin the holiday season with San Jose Cleveland Ballet’s cla771ing production of
The Nutcracker. Half-price tickets may be purchased with student ID 30 minutes prior to
curtain. Center for the Performing Arts, Almaden & Park Ave.; tickets $12 - $50; 998-BASS.

Nov. 18

10 a.m. -2 p.m.

Downtown Farmers’ Market
at The Pavilion

Bring home fresh produce one last time before the Downtown Farmers’ Market closes down
for the winter. Pick up holiday recipes and shop for Thanksgiving goodies Indian corn,
pumpkins, dried wreaths, nuts, jams and much more. The Pavilion, at the corner of First
and San Fernando Streets; 1 -800-949-FARM.
P.
Cali the San Jose Downtown Association’s 24-hour FYI line
for upcoming events et 296-2285, Ext. 403. For a free
Downtown Visitors Guide or Money Sever Coupon Book, call 279-1775.
Co-eponeorod by the &pi San Jose and the San Jose Fehloyelopmett Agency.

in es.. a

ease, ...end 10.0 of/

CM:=D
280-0707

FREE DELIVERY

280-0707

EXP. 11/24/93

Color creates
great gifts.

FREE’

Plain Facials
Acrylic NaiLs
Plain Manic
Nail Tips
Permanent Waves
Hair Coloring
Licensing Preparation Aivanced
Approved for Placement Assistance’
Student worl
Monterey Academy
Mi
of Hair Design
113!
345 E. Santa Clara St., San lose (P
(.)r
Open Mon.-Fri. 287-9868

Campbell Coilee
PnYentsi

COFFEE ROAST!?

TURN YOUR FAVORITE PICTURES INTO
UNIQUE PERSONALIZED GIFTS.
IT’S FAST, EASY, AND AFFORDABLE!

j1-7521

Custom Photo Calendars Unique Bookmarks,
Ornaments. and Placemats Holiday Cards and Invitations
Personalized Stationery Holiday Newsletters

$10 OFF DELUXE CALENDAR
10% OFF ON CUSTOM COLOR GIFTS

kinkos

the copy center

Open 24 hours a day. 7 days a week.
San Jose, CA 95112 295-4336

93 E. San Carlos St.

"

the Heart of (Sen

15% (student
(with Atildtnt

Olf1 7 DA)
Mon - Wed 7atirllprie .
7am-lain
Thu -

29 N. PID1:10
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VIDEO GAME EXCHANGE
Emma

at ICinko’s, turn your favorite pictures into
unique personalized gifts for the holidays!

enjoy
flee afld

n6.6 inch

;ond one

Subway

sandwich,

S. I off w/ student ID

h
get te

60% off Sterling Silver

the game

Fine Gold &Silver
Jewelry & Watch Repairs

Fir
Buy any 6 inch sandwich and a
I
medium drink, get a second 6 inch
, sandwich of equal or lesser value FREE I
,

B
JEWELERS

Try

Pavilion Shops
150 S. FltstSt.

Discount on bulk orders
OW free delivery 415 mitt)

FREE PASS

475 E. San Carlos Street
Call or Fax t 408) 288-5676

I

(408) 287-8843

Present this coupon for
FREE admission any
Wednesday. Thursday.
Friday. or Saturday

SUBWAY’
rap not goco on :GO cut combo ielo on promotion.
sae tee,. Douoio meat 010 0010 its not ncioaea

(no limit to number of people
in party S5 value per person I

expires 11/23/93.

Downtown Production6
pfrAents
I

T..1.’s Fast Mexican Food
71 E. San Fernando St.

I

ibetWeen 2nd &3rdl

279 -JUMP

298-5030

y Orders

SOW

(not valid on certain special events)
(MI
IMMII

OPEN

WEDNESDAYS

when rxthtng chetio

[I. Sliidents

only

1%

service charge on checks

500

Check Coshing Money Orders
Fri

163 W Santa Clara St
San Pedro Square

Kamikazes

,niO, ii Sat.& Sun. 10 am / mi

ONEY M A It KE’r
\.\(
’s I It \ I (
\ I
\I
I I: Smr..1 I 1.11.1 Itiitiii /111
() I ( JO
1,4()8) o))"t

Drinks all night

* SCHOOL OF DRIVING*

(student ID

KEN’S HUBB

1 haircut/.

FREE

Rock and Roll Barber"

-he

Plain Facials
Plain Manicures

I1
17

Accredited by NACCAS
No stylist requests, pleas.,
n Advanced Courses Available Fully
nt Assistance Classes Forming Regularly
Student Work Only
IMilpitas Beauty College
11350 S. Park Victoria Dr.

San Jose (Parktown Plaza Center)
lOpen Tues.-Sat. 262-7703
168

:dee 12omting CO.
Pmfelits

,710: ROASTING

17

3185. 10th St.
279-9955

$25 OFF

FitCle
ID
Good for discount on either teenage driver’s education
or driver’s training, or adult’s two hour sessions.
OFFER GOOD ONE PER CUSTOMER
MUST BE PRESENTED AT TIME OF ENROLLMENT

0

Get the Best Tasting Noodles at 10% off

Perfect Look
Hair Design
for Men and Women
$1 OFF

Drinks from 8-10 pm
Dancing with HOT 97.7
FREE Prizes!!!

264 E. SANTA CLARA ST. (NEXT
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 8AM-9PM

TO LUCKY AND LEE’S)
offer ends 11 30 93

Directory
I
N.MADEN

4

WAKE T

BUY SALE TRADE
CD’s & 70’s FUNK LP’s
in Pedro 6citiam

dent Discoun
:with.AtudCnt ID)

OPEN 7 DAYS
&i 9m-lam
8un: 9am-lipm

1. 7am-liprir

QC (STREET 298.8040

14

I

6

12

8

1ST

123-8g
3F1)
I

D *EMS

57H

77m
87H

BODY PIERCING

47H

Saves Days A Meg

10TH

380 South First

(408) 286-5519
(408) 286-5719

[0-1161-.L. P-1 -

i718

ON

ads* Salt Nos

Fax

1

..

slON OFF DOC MARTENS

San Jose
California 95113

Drinks from 8-10 pm

Flashbacks Music 2 DJ’s

FONG KEE NOODLE HOUSE

Lk15:5.1

t.

FRIDAYS

SATURDAYS

i
SAN PECII o75

MI11:11

Drinks
Top 40 Old School
Flashback

W/ STUDENT I.D.
FRIENDLY SERVICE
*DELECTABLE FOOD
LOW PRICES

(408) 280-0748

Any hair or nail service
Reg. haircut price $7, perms $18
284 B 11th St.
(corner of San Carlos next to 7-11)
(408) 292-4641
Open 7 days a week.

:1

1040 The Alameda ’
--

1408 * 295-0103

(Next to Robert’s Bookstore)

THURSDAYS

IIWTAM

1/3 OFF Nppcy PRODUCTS

ir Cut

Male A. Female Revues at 9pm
Dancing at 11pm

111m

-1111f,
RAVE HOTLINE
1-900 844 -rave St 99 a min

SJSU

6

10 11

I. All Stars (on Alameda)
2. 13 & M Jewelers (Pavilion)
3. Daleeps
4. D.B. Cooper
.4 Peggy Sue’s
6. Fong Kee
7. Fred’s
8. Kens Ilubb
9. Kinko
10. .11oney Market
11. Monterey Academy
12. Oasis
13. Perfect Look
14. Pi...2a A Go Go
15. Subway
BBQ
16. Texas
17. T.J.’s
18. Video Exchange

7

8
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Parents plead innocent
in death of baby bitten by rat

Society Under the Influence

the rat as the family slept in
their car Aug. 26 in Anaheim.
The animal, adopted at a motel,
hadn’t been fed for three days,
according to prosecutor Jim
Tanizaki.
The drug methamphetamine, or speed, was found in
the couple’s blood samples.
However, the tests were taken
up to 18 hours after the baby
died, and Tan izaki said earlier it
wasn’t clear whether they were
under the influence at the time.

FULLERTON (AP)
A
homeless couple pleaded innocent Monday to involuntary
manslaughter and child endangerment charges in the death of
their 4-month-old son, who was
bitten to death by a pet rat.
Steven Giguere, 27, and
Kathyleen Giguere, 30, were to
appear again Dec. 3 in Orange
County Superior Court for a
pretrial hearing.
Authorities said Steven Jr. was
bitten more than 100 times by

r belta Sigma
would like to congratulate
our nor grothers!
619
I..

Shelia was born with physical, mental and behavioral birth defects resulting from her mother drinking 100 -proof whiskey daily while pregnant.

FAS
From page I
Laura recalls her childhood
without a glimmer ofjoy in her
big, brown eyes.
Her pretty face and proud
demeanor contradict the hard
38 years she has lived abusing
drugs or being abused.
Laura is a recovering alcoholic and drug addict, and she
credits her composure and
serenity to more than one 12step recovery program.
She is a woman finally coming
to terms with her past and her
future rather than fleeing from
them.
Everyone in her family is alcohol and drug addicted, she said,
but she is the only one in recovery.
"I had a lot of the physical and
sexual abuse growing up, and I
was what they term today an
’elective mute’," she said. "I
never talked about a lot of
things.
"Wherever I was accepted,
that’s where I went. Whatever
they were doing. I would do it,
too."
Laura recalls her first drink at
age nine, about the same time
she began sniffing spray paint
with her friends in the alleys of
East Los Angeles.
"My first drink was from a bottle of Thunderbird with lemon
that was being passed around by
the kids," she said.
With her early drug experimentation, she realized she
could separate from reality and
welcomed the flights into oblivion.
"When I am high, I am in a
dome. The world could fall apart
around me and I don’t care.
Drinking brought me out of
myself, gave me the courage to
talk, be friendly and sexual. My
inhibitions left me."
Laura was frequenting bars at
13, armed with a false ID, heavy
makeup and accompanied by
relatives who were hookers.
By the time she was 15, Laura
was pregnant all the
while
drinking and using.
She has three living children:
two sons, 19 and 10, a daughter,
11.
Her oldest daughter, who
would have been 21, failed to
thrive and died at two months
old.
Laura drank and used
throughout her pregnancies, taking one short break to enter a
volunteer nutritional program
when she was pregnant with her
now 11 -year-old daughter.
After that birth, Laura was
strung out on crack cocaine.
Her drug addictions had
grown to a fifth of straight
brandy and about an ounce of
cocaine she shared with her hits-

ANDY BARRONSPARTAN DAILY
Some of the physical problems, such as dyslexia and congenital heart
defect, were not diagnosed until she was an adult.

band every few days.
"There’s nothing I can do others, such as dyslexia and conEven at that, she still sneaked about what I’ve already done," genital heart defects, weren’t
more drugs when her husband she said.
diagnosed until she became an
wasn’t around.
"They say my son is real adult
Then she became pregnant unhappy. He’s sad all the time.
The birth defects Sheila cites
with her now 10-year-old son.
No matter what you do, he’s are classic fetal alcohol effects.
Born five-and-a-half months always depressed.
Today, the only noticeable
into Laura’s pregnancy, her
I’m trying to do what I can to physical defect is Sheila’s left eye,
remained in the hospital for son
two be involved in his life without which crosses slightly when she
months going through with- getting myself in so deep that! looks from certain angles.
drawal.
"I was born blind in my left
bite off more than I can chew.
"They told us he tested posi"I can barely handle my own eye," she said.
tive for alcohol and drugs, she life."
"They put me in glasses and
said.
patched my eye.
When they went to pick him
"I was this little weird-toothed,
up at the hospital, Laura said
Living with a mother’s past, for- one-eyed kid, real tiny and short.
nobody confronted her with the
It was real obvious something
addictions or told her she needwas wrong."
ed help.
Every time you take a drink you
Sheila recalls growing up in
Not even a social worker came run a risk of damaging your unborn Texas, knowing she was different
by to talk to her or check on the baby’s brain. There is no safe level of from other children and believbaby.
alcohol ingestion during pregnancy, ing she looked funny.
Laura’s ex-husband now has any kind of alcohol. When you drink,
"Kids always made fun of me
custody of their son.
you are putting poison into a person ... It was like living in a battleHer son was spared the physi- that only weighs ounces.
field."
cal malformations of Fetal AlcoDr. Michael Durfee, Child
When she went to school, she
hol Syndrome, but he suffers the
Psychologist had trouble concentrating. She
less obvious defects of Fetal AlcoLos Angeles County Depart- also was extremely small for her
hol Effects like Attention Deficit
ment of Health Services age throughout elementary
Disorder, learning disabilities
Sheila, 41, was most likely school.
and behavioral problems.
born drunk.
"They thought I was going to
Since February 1992, Laura’s
But in 1952, at least 15 years be a midget because I wasn’t
son has been enrolled in a spe- before researchers understood growing," she said of her parents
cial education daythe devastating and teachers.
treatment proeffects of alco"I got abused a lot in school. I
gram in San
hol on an was tormented a lot by children.
Jose designed ’It’s a program
unborn child, It was very, very hard for me."
for
children
the
doctors
She was picked on a lot, but
helping
about
with behavioral
were not likely never picked for any of the
and emotional
people get honest to notice her sports because of her coordinaproblems.
condition. But tion problems.
and learn who
He is on
even if they
"I was clumsy and ran into
medication for
had,
it things," she said.
they are and
Attention
wouldn’t have
"Little did they know my poor
accept who they
Deficit Disorder,
mattered. The little brain was drunk, probably
and according
damage Sheila just soaked out."
are and not feel
to his therapist,
suffered in the
"They didn’t know what
shame.’
suffers
from
womb was irre- learning disabilities were back
depression.
then," Sheila said of her teachSheila versible.
Victim of Fetal Alcohol Effects
The therapist
Sheila was ers.
said their goal is
born with a
"They wanted to put me in a
to mainstream
series of physi- retarded kids’ class ... They were
him back into his regular cal, mental and behavioral birth always speculating."
Sheila was made aware of her
school’s special education pro- defects known as Fetal Alcohol
gram for his learning disabilities. Effects.
congenital heart defects within
Laura’s son knows she used
Her mother was an alcoholic the last few years when she sufalcohol and drugs while she was and a heavy smoker.
fered two heart attacks just days
pregnant with him.
"She did everything heavy," apart, another birth defect
caused by alcohol.
She told him herself. He has Sheila said.
She says she is not angry at
a lot of anger: she has a lot of
Sheila was told by her mother
guilt, but she is trying to do the that she drank throughout her her mother, who died 10 years
ago.
right thing.
pregnancies, all six of them.
"My mother drank 100-proof
"I don’t think she knew back
Laura has been clean and
sober for two-and-a-half years.
whiskey every day she carried then what she was doing, hut
people today know that drinking
In the bottom stages of alco- me," she said.
hol and drug addiction, she
"She drank all the time. I alcohol can cause birth defects,
attempted suicide by cutting her hardly remember a time when she said.
Sheila is in a 12-step program,
wrists, and later by overdosing on she didn’t drink."
Valium.
Sheila was the only one of the which she said makes life better
Her attempts landed her in six children born with the classic for her.
"It’s a program about helping
the mental ward at Valley Med- symptoms of FAE, although she
ical Center, and she was eventu- believes two of her siblings have people get honest and learn who
they are and accept who they are
ally sent to Hermanas in Wat- some of the symptoms as well.
Some of the physical prob- and not feel shame," she said.
sonville, a women’s residential
"If you decide to have a baby,
program for drug and alcohol lems she was born with such as
crossed eyes, malformed teeth don’t drink caffeine, smoke
rehabilitation.
There she practiced the 12- and her underdeveloped size tobacco, or drink alcohol.
"I had to fight my way out of
steps of recovery in more than were obvious from birth.
Others, such as vision arid hell and struggle ... just to
one I2-step program ("I’m
garbage cans anonymous," she hearing impairment and Atten- unwind and untangle the thread
said), which finally helped her tion Deficit Disorder, didn’t show that somebody else wrapped
up until she went to school. Still around me."
halt the addictive behavior.
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Bill Boyd
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Rodney Iwamoto
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LMimi Lang
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Steven Marlow
Susan Marlow
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Khamsay Rommachanli
Kathy Pittsey
Evelyn Tadeo
Alain Wong
Christine Wonq

PHOTO DRIVE-UP
30 Area Locations

Campus Location Corner of 11th & San Carlos
in front of 7-11 287-1111

Color 81/2 x 11
Copies 20 lb.

Xerox
Copies

2

1
8 1/2 x 11
20
wt. bond
pr

Film Developing
tk Prints
Any Size Roll 3" or 4" prints
12, 15, 24, or 36

exposures
I Ex

4 99,

p res 11/25/9i 11.

INTERSESSION 1994
January 3 - 21
General Education, travel/study, and elective courses offered
during an intensive, three-week session.

UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
McLAREN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
SCHOOL OF NURSING
For more information, or a catalog, call 415/666-6848,
Office of Summer, Intersession and Evening Programs
UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO
2130 Fulton Street, San Francisco, CA 94117-1080
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Israelis, Palestinians reopen talks in Cairo
Israelis, Palestinians Reopen Talks In Cairo
a road with boulders.
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - Palestinians and Israelis
Hebron would not win autonomy under the
today reopened talks meant to work out details of first phase of the Israel-PLO accord being negotian Israeli withdrawal from the Gaza Strip and Jeri- ated in Cairo. But the violence was the latest in a
cho on the West
series of attacks on setPLO second-in-command official shot tlers since the Sept. 13
Bank.
The negotitions
pact was signed, and
are being conducSIDON, Lebanon (AP) port city.
goes to the heart of the
ed in extreme sect- - Gunmen killed a senior
The 50-year-old Shabai- their complaint that
ecy, reflecting corn- aide of Yasser Arafat today ta died several hours later the accord does not
plaints by chief in the sixth attack on PLO in a local hospital. He was look out for their welPalestinian nego- officials since the Israeli- the second-in-command of’ fare.
tiator Nabil Shaath Palestinian peace accord the 3,000-strong militia
The talks between
that news media was signed.
that Arafat’s Fatah faction the PLO and Israel are
interfered with the
Four senior Arafat sup- maintains in Sidon’s Ein resuming less than a
talks before they porters have been killed in el-Flihveh refugee camp.
month before Israel is
broke down Nov. 2. the Israeli-occupied terriA top Arafat aide, Zeid to begin pulling out its
A Palestinian so- tories since the accord was Wehbe, was wounded in a troops and turning
urce said the nego- signed Sept. 13. Police said similar
assassination over security in Gaza
tiations reopened a gunman using a silencer- attempt in Sidon on Tues- and Jericho to Palesbut declined to equipped pistol shot Lt. day. Fatah blamed that tin ians under the PLOgive other details.
Col. Moueen Shabaita six attempt on the breakaway Israel accord.
In the West times in the head at an PLO faction led by terrorThe accord calls for
Bank town of entrance to this southern ist mastermind Abu Nidal. the withdrawal to
Hebron,
meanbegin Dec. 13 and be
while, a Jewish settler shot to death one Palestin- completed by mid-April. The two areas are to serve
ian. Hebron settlers reportedly stoned several as a model for a wider peace agreement later
Arab-owned cars, beat six Palestinians and blocked between Israel and the Palestinians.

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim tor products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee implied. The
clarified corona of the Spartan
Daily ccakist of paid advertising
arid offerings we not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

SIERATON SAN JOSE Is now hiring.
Bellperson/drNer F/T. Mon. -Fri.
Swing shift. .Cocktail server- P/T.
Applications accepted at 1801
Barber Lane, Milpitas. E.O.E

FAST FOOD" NOT FAT FOOD!
Pasta Mia is currently seeking
outgoing, friendly people with
cashier and/or cook experience to
ANNOUNCEMENTS join us on the cutting edge of
the 90’s health revolution.
100% PURE ADRENALINE 11111! Contact Dave between 3-5pm.
Experience the thrill of free falling at 435-7300 for further info.
horn 10.000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only skydiving center. Come join us TYPIST NEEDED TUESDAYS 0-9
for a tandem jump and enjoy your p.m. only. Must type 75 WPM &
first skydive with only 45 minutes have excellent Engish, grammar &
of training. For the true thrill seek- spelling skills. 408280-7203.
er, try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
AEROBIC SUPERVISOR
fastest road to becoming a needed to coordinate on-campus
certified skydiver, starting with a six SpartAerobics program. Teaching
hour class and a mile long freefall
experience and aerobics
the same day. Videos of your jump certification required. Prefer
also available. Owned and operatRecreation and Leisure Studies
ed by SJSU students and grads. or HUP major. 20-25 hrs/wk.
For more info call (510)634-7575.
Pick up applications in the
Student Activities & Services
FUND RAISOT
office (next to the pub) or call
Raise $500. in 5 days. Groups,
924-5950. Apply by 11/19/93.
Clubs, motivated individuals.
Training begins 12/08/93
1-800.6556935 ext 101.
TELEPHONE SALES P/T, 5" 9pnt
WANTED: Psychology Volunteers Raise money for AIDS Awareness
Reach out 4 hours per week as a Festival. Part-time and flexible.
Community Friend, providing social 25% commission, paid weekly. No
support to those who endure experience needed. Please call
mental illness. We train. Call Dave at (4081 526-2360.
(408)436-0606.
BILINGUAL JAPANESE? We
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
urgently seek bilingual Japanese
Office visits and x-rays no charge. staff to assist with computer SW
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
translations. Send resume, in
Enroll norr!
English, to SimulTrans, 145
For brochure see A.S. Office or
Addison 4e, Palo Alto, CA 94301.
call (800) 655-3225.
WANTED: PART TIME STUDENT
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE for potentially high paying job on
You need exposure to succeed in campus. Candidate should be self
hIODEUNG. Now you can put your starter, highly motivated, good with
photo and information in front people and organized. Call 800of 100’s of the top advertising 626-3626.
agencies NATIONWIDE! Your
SPORTS AND FITNESS
chance to be seen?? Cali TOM
Immediate openings!
for details. (408)2449737.
(406) 554-9451.

AUTOMOTIVE

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers "Good Rates for NonGood Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" ’Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296.5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Now hiring teachers & substitutes
for school age child care programs
and preschool programs. Teachers
and subs must have minimum 6
units in education, recreation, or
child development. Full and part
time shifts , job sharing and flexible hours for students. $6. - $8.
per hour. Medical, dental, and eye
care benefits for 30+ hours weekly. Great job for male or female
students. Call 408/257-7320.

RECEPTIONIST
Olsten Staffing Services is looking
fcr a receptionist to work h Senior.
Very flexible hours. Candidates
with the following. please apply.
Ability to answer busy phones.
Easy going personality.
Self Starter.
Customer Service skills.
This wan excellent opportunity to
get exposure to a sales & human
resource oriented environment.
Please apply M-F between 9a.m.
ELECTRONICS
and 3p.m.
QUALITY USED IBM COMPARE’S Olsten Staffing Services
286/386/486 Great Low Prices 3550 Stevens Creek 0120
San Jose, CA 95117. 246-4220.
Complete Systems / Warranty
Cal 18004004007.
COUNSELOR / DIRECT CARE
staff to work with D.D. adults
FOR SALE
in a residential setting.
$6.00/hr. S1042641505.
ROYAL-TREK INTERNATIONAL
presents fine fragrances from Pans
Perfumes. Versicns of: Chanel No 5, CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up to
Obsession, Opium, Beautiful. Joy, $2.000.+/mo. on Cruise ships or
Eternity, Shalimar, Oscar de la Land-Tour companies. World travel.
Renta, Red, Giorgio, Poison, Mite Summer & Full-time employment
Linen, Pssion, L’Air du Temps. available. No exp. necessary. For
Halston, Samsara, Realities, info call 1-206.634.0468 ext.
Spellbound. Escape & Lauren. C6041.
1/2 oz. - $15./bottle. 1 oz. -$20.
bottle. Great for yourself or gift DELIVERY TAKEOUT TAXI
giving.Ali perfumes guaranteed The perfect college job?
to your satisfaction. We challenge We deliver dinner from the
you to tell the difference from the area’s favorite restaurants.
original. To order, send your check You can expect to earn at
with sales tax, add $3.00 shipping least $9.00 per hour. Jobs
to: Royal-Trek Intl. 433 W. Allen available in South San Jose
Unit 102, San Dimas, CA 91773. and Cupertino. Requirements:
Clean D.M.V., own car, insurance,
(800)8761668.
neat appearance & good attitude.
Flexible Evening Hours
Good Environment
HELP WANTED
Cash Tips daily
STUDENT UNION INFORMATION Call today 369-9400.
applicacenter is accepting
NEW STORE NOW HIRING
tions for a position available
$7.- 111.1../ HR.
In January ’94. Contact the
Student Union Director’s Drivers must be 18. Own car. On.
DMV. Ins. F/T,P/T, flex hrs.
Office, Mon. -Fri., Sam. - 5pm.
NEW STORE NEXT TO CAMPUS!
Counter positions open tool
NETS SPORE SHOP looking for
Apply 135W. Santa Clara St.
retail sales: ski -bike-gun dept.
Pizza A Go Go,
Also looking for experienced
cashiers. Calted Jim 9263020.
$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT!
ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE
Auto, Jet Ski, Motorcycle,
Boat, Home owners Insurance.
"Alumni" serving "Students"
...Talk to me, I’ll help you.
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lic?
Call me, (Don) 408-247-3734.
Open on Sat/Sun with appt. only!

Puerto Ricans vote
for commonwealth
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico
(AP) - Flag-waving Puerto
Ricans voted against pursuing statehood, choosing
instead to remain a U.S.
commonwealth in the first
ballot on the island’s status.
Sunday’s vote turned
back the strongest movement this century for full
union with Washington.
Gov. Pedro Rossello, who
spearheaded the campaign
for Puerto Rico to become
America’s 51st state, conceded defeat but urged supporters to continue the
cause.
Commonwealth supporters danced in the streets and
said they would press for a
redefinition of the island’s
ties with the United States.
Commonwealth received
48.4 percent of the vote;
statehood 46.2 percent;
independence 4.4 percent.
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U.S.-Chinese presidents face
challenge of ending mistrust
BEIJING (AP) - When Chinese President Jiang Zemin
meets President Clinton on Friday, it’ll be the first meeting after
nearly five years marred by emotional debate over human rights,
arms sales and political systems.
Much is riding on the onehour meeting in Seattle, where
the leaders of 14 nations are
gathering for the largest ever
Asian-Pacific summit under the
auspices of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation group.
The last time the presidents
of China and the United States
met was in early 1989, before the
start of student pro-democracy
demonstrations that China violently repressed, pushing U.S.Chinese relations into a decline.
Mutual trust reached another
low in August when the United
States, rejecting private Chinese
assurances, tailed a Chinese

freighter it suspected of carrying
banned chemicals and forced a
search that proved the ship
clean.
Now, both sides are hoping
for a breakthrough in attitudes
and a commitment to frequent,
high-level contacts.
"Their coming meeting will
not be a negotiating session,"
Chinese Foreign Minister Qian
Qichen told a news conference
last week. He instead emphasized intangible achievements,
such as better understanding
and trust.
But the two sides must move
quickly to resolve disputes in
trade and arms proliferation,
with deadlines nearing and skeptics in both countries demanding proof that friendly engagement is the best approach.
Under an agreement signed
last year, China is supposed to
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Society Under the Influence

LEFT: David Pearl holds the Torah during his bar mitzvah ceremony on Saturday. The
Torah is the first five books of the Bible. Once Pearl had his bar mitzvah he can be
counted as part of the minyan (ten) during Jewish rituals, such as the blessing of wine.
TOP: Father Rick Rodoni pours wine into the chalice in preparation for the blessing
during Catholic Mass in St. Joseph’s Cathedral on Sunday. The wine will be served to
the congregation along with bread during communion.
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Religion: Tracing alcohol through cultures
From page
the car was totaled," Harper
said.
She was not cited for a DUI
until her second accident outside a club in San Francisco.
’That night I was convinced I
could drive, so I pulled out and
immediately hit a car full of people," Harper said.
The police arrested Harper
and the passenger. They were
both intoxicated. Harper and
her passenger were taken to the
San Francisco Hall ofJustice.
Harper said she and her
friend beat on each other in the
paddy wagon so they could claim
abuse from the police. In their
drunken rampage, Harper said
their actions did not necessarily

reflect logic. The passenger who
was 17 was released to her mother, but Harper, being 18, spent
the night in jail.
Harper worked for Safeway’s
bakery at the time the company paid for her to go through
rehabilitation. In going through
45 days of recovery, the court
lessened her sentence while she
received disability pay from the
company.
"!didn’t feel like an alcoholic
but the education at recovery
convinced me that I might be in
a state of denial," she said.
Harper still drinks on occasion. A few moths ago she
received her second DUI.
"I was way below the legal
limit but because I had one DUI
there was to be no measurable

Bar mitzvah means "son of the
amount on my breath," she said.
On receipt of the second DUI commandment." In Judaism,
prayer sessions
her license was
require 10 adults
suspended.
to be present for
Not all uses of ’I didn’t feel like
the
son
or
alcohol in culture
an
alcoholic
but
daughter to be
negative
have
consequences.
the education at counted as an
adult.
In the Jewish
recovery
Robert Pearl’s
religion, there is a
son, David, had
ceremony called
convinced me
his bar mitzvah
bar mitzvah for
that I might be
Saturday.
boys, bat mitzvah
"Almost every
for girls. This reliin a state of
holiday in the
gious ritual and
denial.
Jewish religion
family celebration
mark the coming
Michelle Harper has the blessing
admitted alcoholic
of the wine and
of age when a boy
bread,"
Pearl
or girl turns 13
said. These blessand is considered
old enough to enter the world of ings of wine and bread are a celebration of the work and life
adults.

these two elements give to man.
"David has been practicing
the passages for the past six
months with me because there
are no vowels in this passage,"
Pearl said.
This will be the first time
David will read from the Torah.
The link between alcohol, religion, and culture have varying
affects on people.
Some will learn alcohol is fun,
if used in moderation. Others
will learn a very harsh reality.
Alcoholism is a disease.
"Before my DUIs I spent my
weekends (screwed) up wishing
that if I don’t die tonight! will
never drink again," Harper said.
"I would never want anyone to
go through what I have just for a
drink."

Senator Edward M. Kennedy praised as champion of women’s rights
Sen.
BOSTON (AP)
Edward M. Kennedy, who has
tried to repair a public image
that was tarnished by his private
lifestyle, received a show of support Monday from the five
Democratic women who serve in
the Senate.
The five senators praised
Kennedy as a champion of
women’s rights during a fundraiser hosted by his wife, Victoria
Kennedy.
"Ted Kennedy has been our
voice, and now he is our partner," said Sen. Barbara Boxer, of
California. "He’s powerful in the
Renate not because of his name,
but because of his convictions."
Boxer was joined by her California colleague, Sen. Dianne
Feinstein, as well as Sens. Carol
Moseley-Braun, of Illinois, Bar-

bara Mikulski of Maryland and
Patty Murray of Washington.
It marked the first time the
five senators traveled out of
Washington, D.C., to campaign
together on behalf of a fellow
senator.
They noted how Kennedy has
helped advance issues critical to
women, such as abortion rights,
parental and medical leave and
breast cancer research.
"We are pro choice. We are
pro change. And we are pro Ted
Kennedy, Mikulski said.
The $100-a-plate fund-raiser
was attended by about 1,200 people, almost entirely women.
Kennedy, who is seeking re-election next year, told the crowd: "I
need your help and I need your
support."
Kennedy, who is seeking re-

(let tion next year, has been interfered with his abilities as a
working to restore his popularity, senator.
Since then, Kennedy has shed
which was shaken by a series of
his bachelor image. He said
events a couple of years ago.
First was the Palm Beach, Ha., Monday that his marriaie last
rape charges against his nephew, year "has changed my life.
After the fund-raiser, Kennedy
William Kennedy Smith, which
followed a late-night bar visit ini- deflected questions about
whether he was concerned about
tiated by the senator,
Smith was eventually found women voters.
"We’re concerned about every
innocent, but Kennedy’s connection to that case hung over him vote,’ he said.
Speaking for her husband,
during the 1991 Senate Judiciary
Committee hearings into sexual Mrs. Kennedy said "you saw how
harassment allegations against full that ballroom was of women
Clarence Thomas, then a from all around the state who
have come to support my husSupreme Court nominee,
In a nationally televised band."
One of the attendees, Marilyn
speech two years ago, Kennedy
acknowledged the "faults in the J. Segal of Marblehead, said she
conduct of my private life," and is a strong Kennedy supporter.
some
"Notwithstanding
he said people close to him were
worried that his private conduct aspects of his reputation ... he

Jackson isn’t hiding out overseas, attorneys claim
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Michael Jackson’s drug addiction
is so severe it nearly impaired his
intellectual ability and he is not
simply hiding out overseas from
child molestation allegations, his
lawyers said Monday.
"His life was in danger if he
continued taking these massive
quantities of drugs," civil attorney Bertram Fields told a press
conference.
Jackson was reported to be in
a resort in the French Alps on
Monday but his attorneys would
not comment on his whereabouts other than to deny that
extradition laws were a consideration in where he had gone.
There were no warrants out
for Jackson’s arrest, said attorney
Howard Weitzman, the criminal
defense lawyer also representing
Jackson.
A source close to the case told
The Associated Press earlier that
the 13-year-old boy suing Jackson
has provided police a description
of unique detail about Jackson’s
genitalia that could verify his
story.
"We know nothing about it,"
said Weitzman.

Weitzman said the district
attorney’s office told him they
would have a decision in January
on whether criminal charges
would be filed.
Deflecting legal issues, they
expanded on the account Jackson gave last week in a recorded
statement that said he became
addicted to painkillers he first
used after surgery seven months
ago to repair scalp damage he
suffered when his hair caught
fire while filming a Pepsi cornmercial in 1984.
"He was barely able to function adequately on an intellectual level," Fields said,
"I’m not going to talk about
his individual symptoms but they
were manifest. Doctors could see
them; all of us could see them.
The last thing he should have
right now are the pressures of a
civil or a criminal case."
Jackson’s decision to cancel
his world concert tour and leave
Mexico was due to "an intervention of the doctors with the help
of Elizabeth Taylor," Fields said.
Fields said Jackson was in a
"professional care facility."
He said Jackson could not

have had privacy if he had gone $20 million extortion attempt by
the teen-ager’s father.
to the United States.
On Friday the Jackson camp
Dr. Arnold Klein, who diagnosed Jackson’s skin disorder in released an audio tape in which
1986, said the patchy white the entertainer said his painkiller
appearance was "a result of the addiction was caused by anguish
loss of pigment producing cells over the sex abuse investigation.
Jackson left Mexico on a priof the skin."
The boy plaintiffs attorney, vate jet with Miss Taylor. After
Larry Feldman, watched the reports placing him in London
news conference broadcast live and Switzerland, hotel and
tourist officials reported he was
on television.
"We have begged the defense at the lone hotel in Avoriaz in
to try this case in court. They southern France.
Jackson’s stay had been kept
insist on trying this in the press,
secret because the pop star
he said.
Asked about what his client "needed a certain amount of dissaid
Albin
had told police about Jackson’s cretion,"
body, Feldman said: "I don’t Marchesseau, director of the
want to comment on that Marchesseau hotel group that
because I don’t believe in trying runs the Hotel Les Dromonts in
Avoriaz.
this case in the press."
Jackson, 35, has been houndA Superior Court suit was
ed by accusations that he molest- filed in September on behalf of
ed the 13-year-old boy in what the 13-yearold boy, demanding a
the civil suit described as a calcu- jury trial and unspecified monelated campaign of seduction that tary damages.
The lawsuit alleged that Jackincluded gifts, lies and sexual
son committed sexual battery,
advances.
Jackson and his representa- battery, seduction, willful mistives have claimed the boy’s conduct, intentional infliction of
molestation claims emerged emotional distress, fraud and
after the entertainer rejected a negligence.
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has stood up for issues women
care about," she said.
Michael Goldman, a Democratic political consultant, said
there had been questions a couple of years ago about what type
of support Kennedy would
receive from women.
"This ends any question
regarding women speaking out
for him," Goldman said.
But Janet Jeghelian, a radio
talk show host who plans to run
against Kennedy as a Republican, said Monday’s event symbolized how Kennedy is trying to
put his character problems
behind.
"I think he’s trying to bolster
his image with women, no question," she said.
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London
Mexico City
San Jose
Paris
Tokyo
Sydney
Rio de Janeiro
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1060

All fares are Roundtrip.
Some restrictions apply.
Tax not included
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